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PREFACE
This volume is intended as the proceedings of Sapporo Symposium on Partial
Differential Equations, held on July 26 through July 28 in 2000 at Faculty of Science,
Hokkaido University.
This is the 25th time of the symposium and also commemorates a successful
retirement of Professor Rentaro Agemi, who made a large contribution to its organization for many years.
We wish to dedicate this volume to Professor Agemi who is going to leave
Hokkaido University in March of 2001.

Y. Giga
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Asymptotic properties of stationary axis-symmetric
solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations
Hi Jun Choe·
Department of Mathematics, KArST
Yousung, Taejon, 305-701
Republic of Korea
ch@math.kaist.ac.kr

Abstract
We let n be an exterior domain in R 3 , which is the complement of
a compact axis-symmetric body B with respect to z-axis. Without loss of
generality we assume 0 E Band B C BI (0), where BI (0) is the unit ball. We
study the asymptotic properties of an axis-symmetric solution (u, p) of the
three dimensional Navier-Stokes equations
-v~u

+ (u· \7)u + \7p

=

f

divu =

0

(0.1)

satisfying the boundary condition
u = uo

on

an

and

lim u(x) = u oo
Ixl-to

(0.2)

with bounded Dirichlet integral

(0.3)
We assume an is smooth and Uo is smooth since we are only interested in
the asymptotic behavior of u near infinity. Here f is also an axis-symmetric
external force with respect to Z-c axis in R3 and v is a positive constant
denoting viscosity.
In 1933, Leray [13] constructed a weak solution of (0.1) and (0.2) for
a zero velocity at the boundary and constant velocity U oo at the infinity
given. Unfortunately, Leray's construction could give little information for
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the asymptotic behavior of the solution. In 1959, Finn [3] showed that for
the Leray's solution in three-dimensional exterior domain there is a constant
vector U1 such that u(x) -t U1 as Ixl -t 00. But in that paper, it was
not shown that U oo = U1. In 1961 Fujita [6] constructed a two and three
dimensional weak solutions of (0.1) and (0.2) by Galerkin method satisfying
(0.3). In [6] he also showed that his solution converges to the prescribed
U oo as Ixl -t 00. Still Fujita's result could not give any information of the
asymptotic behavior of Leray's solution for large data since the uniqueness of
the weak solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations with finite Dirichlet integral
holds only for sufficiently small enough data compared to the viscosity. In [3]
Finn suggested a class of physically reasonable functions in three dimensional
exterior domain satisfying

(0.4)
(See [4] for the concept of physically reasonable solution in three dimensional
exterior domain.) In 1965 Finn [5] constructed a physically reasonable solution
for a small data, small U oo and sufficiently small summable force f, in a
three dimensional exterior domain. (See also [7] and [14] for similar result
in two dimensional exterior domain when the data are small enough and
U oo =1= 0.) It is easy to show that any physically reasonable solution has
finite Dirichlet integral and hence it is also a Leray's solution for a small data
because the Leray's solution is unique for a small data. It is then natural
question if any Leray's solution is also a physically reasonable solution for large
data. This will give an answer to the question whether there is a physically
reasonable solution for large data. In 1973 Babenko [2] showed that the
Leray's solution is also a physically reasonable solution for arbitrary nonzero
U oo and properly decaying f in three dimensional exterior domain. Later,
in 1992 Galdi [10] showed that the same result holds for U oo = 0 provided
that u obey a certain relation called "energy inequality" and the viscosity
is sufficiently large compared to f. In 1973 Gilbarg and Weinberger [11]
developed similar result in two dimensional exterior domain. More precisely
they showed that for any Leray's solution, the pressure has a finite limit,
the velocity has a limit U1 in mean at infinity for some U1 provided the
solution is bounded. In 1988 Amick [1]showed that U E LOO(O) if f == 0
in two dimensional exterior domain. In 1975 Gilbarg and Weinberger [12]
showed that the Leray's solution in two dimensional exterior domain grows
more slowly than (log r) 1/2 and that the pressure has a finite limit at infinity,
the velocity u has a limit U1 in the mean for some U1 or fg1l" lu(r, O)j2dO
approaches infinity as r -t 00.
In this paper, we find a decay rate of axis-symmetric Leray's solution
0 at infinity. In fact, we have a good
for given homogeneous data U oo
understanding when U oo is nonzero constant vector by the results of Babenko
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and there are few results for the homogeneous condition at infinity. Now we
want to state a decay result along r-direction when the flow is axis-symmetric.
Theorem 0.1 Suppose that (u,p) is axis-symmetric solution to (0.1) and
(0.2) for the homogeneous data U oo = 0 satisfying

for some constant M. Then there is a constant c( M) depending only on M
such that for r > max(2, Izl)

and for any positive constant 0 > 0, there is c(M,o) depending only on M,o
such that for r > max(2, Izl)

1

lu 3 (r, z)1 :::; c(M, 0) ;i-a
r8

where u T , uo, u 3 are the components of u along the direction en eo, e3, in cylindrical coordinate, respectively.

For the proof, we decouple our Navier-Stokes equations with uo and (u T , u 3 ,
we) parts. The equation for uo does not include any pressure terms. Hence,
we can apply the standard elliptic theory. Moreover, we find the cylindrical
fundamental solution involves with elliptic integrals and it has a better decay
property along r-direction. For the (u T , u 3 , we) part, the potential expression
using Biot-Savart law with vorticity field provides the necessary informations.
To handle surface potentials, it is cruicial to observe

!

00

luT(r, z)12 + luo(r, z)1 2 dz :::; c(M)

-00

for all r.
It seems open to find a decay property of power type along z-direction.
Our theorem only touches r-direction.
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Statement of the Main Results

We are interested in space-time behavior as t
Navier-Stokes initial value problem: .

8t u

(NS)

+ U • '\1u =

of weak and strong solutions of the

-1- 00

flu - '\1p,

'\1.

U

= 0,

U\t=o = a,

for unknown velocity u, unknown pressure p and a prescribed initial velocity a. Problem
(NS) will be discussed on the whole space JRn and on the upper half-spaceJR~; and in the
latter case the boundary condition

(BC)

U\aR+

=

°

is added. First we consider problem (NS) on JRn , assuming that a satisfies

!(1 +

(1)

\y\)\a(y)\dy <

00.

Our result is the following
Theorem 1. (i) Suppose a E Ll(JRn ) nL:(JRn ) satisfies (1), with lIal\n sufficiently small.
Then there is a strong solution U defined for all t 2?: such that

°

(2)

t~~ t~+~(l-~) IIUj(t) + 8kE t (·)

for all 1 ::; q ::;

00

! Ykaj(y)dy + F£,jkh t) !ocx/(UkU£)(y, S)dYdSllq

= 0 .

and j = 1, ... , n. Here,

(ii) For each a E L;(JRn) n Ll(JR n ) satisfying (1), there exists a weak solution U which
admits expansion (2) for all 1 ::; q ::; 2.
Condition (1) implies

(1 ::; q ::; n)

(3)

(n<q::;oo)
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if U is a strong solution, and

(4)
if U is a weak solution. In both cases we have
lIu(t)lI~ ~ C(l

(5)

+ t)-l-~

See [3] for the proof. The results improve those of Carpio [2].
The exponent 1 + n/2 in (5) is expected to be optimal in general (see [8]). Indeed, we can
apply (the proof of) Theorem 1 to deduce

Theorem 2. (i) Let a E L!(JRn ) n Ll(JRn ) satisfy (1), so there exists a weak solution u
satisfying (5). Then we have
for large t > 0

(6)
if and only if

00

(7)

either

(/ Ykaj(y)dy) :k:=l

=1=

0,

10

or

/

(UkUl)(Y, s)dyds

=1=

C6kl for all c.~ O.

(ii) Suppose a E L!(JRn ) satisfies
lIet~all~

(8)

< C(1 + t)-~

and so there exists a weak solution U such that "u(t)"~ ~ C(1
lIu(t) II~ ~ cr~

(9)

+ t)-~.

Then

for large t > 0

if and only if
for large t > O.

(10)

H ere et~ means convolution with the heat kernel.
Remarks. (i) A full proof of Theorem 2 is given in [6]. Condition (7) equally involves all
coordinate directions, and this reflects the isotropy of the space JR n .
(ii) If a E L!(JRn ) n Ll(JRn ), then (8) is fulfilled. But (10) is not fulfilled, since

implies

/ a(x)dx = O.

An example of initial data satisfying (8) and (10) is given by a E L!(JRn ) such that
liminf (
r-+O

Here,

a(~')

is the Fourier transform of a, and f.

= (r,w)
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Jsn-l

la(r,w)1 2 dw > O.

in the polar coordinates.

JR~.

We next consider problem (NS) - (Be) on the upper half-space
decomposition ([1])
1

with

L~(JR~)

= {u E

Lq(JR~)

: V' . u = 0,

Using the Helmholtz

< q < 00,
UnlaR+

= O},

L~(JR~) = {V'p E Lq(JR~) : p E Lfoc(iit;:.)},
and the associated bounded projection P to L~(JRn), we reformulate the problem in the form
of the integral equation:

(11)

u(t) = e-tAa - lot e-(t-s}Ap(u . V'u)(s)ds.

Here A = - P D. is the Stokes operator and {e- tA h;:::o is the associated bounded analytic
semigroup in L~(JR~). In what follows we assume

f (1 + Yn) la(y) Idy < 00.

(12)

JR+

Let

e-tA a = v = (
V'
,V)
n •
We systematically use Ukai's formula ([7]) ;
(13)
where B = -D. is the Dirichlet-Laplacian on JR~, S = (Sb"', Sn-l) are the Riesz transforms
on JRn - 1 , and U is the bounded linear operator on Lq(JR~), 1 < q < 00, defined via the Fourier
transform with respect to x' = (XI," " Xn-l) E JRn - 1 by

fi](f,', xn) =

WI Io

xn

e-(xn-Y)Ie'I!(f.', y)dy.

Using (13) we expand the right-hand side of (11), to get
Theorem 3. (i) Let a E Ll(JR~) n L:(JR~) satisfy (12), with
Then there exists a strong solution u such that, for all 1 < q < 00,

lim

(14)

t-+oo

lIali n

sufficiently small.

t~+]-(l-~) Ilun(t) + 2UonEtO JRn
l Ynan(y)dy
+

- 2UonF,(·) .

(k'). yna'(y)dy + /.00/114 (Unu')(y, S)dYdS) •

=

0

and
lim t~+]-(l-~) u'(t)

t-+oo
(15)

+ 2 (onFt (0) .

SUonEt (·)) f Ynan(y)dy
JR+

(fJR+ Yna'(y)dy+ JrooJR+{ (unul)(y,S)dYdS)
.
FtO· (k'). Yna'(y)dy+ fk';. (UnU')(y, S)dYdS) II. = o.

+2onEt (.)

+

2SUon

o
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(ii) Let n = 2,3,4. For each a E L;(lR~) n Ll(lR~) satisfying (12), there exists a weak
solution u which satisfies (14) and (15) for all 1 < q ::; 2.
Here, E t stands for the heat kernel in various space dimensions and

is the kernel function of the convolution operator etAS = SetA.

See [4] for the proof. Condition (12) implies lIu(t)lI~ ::; G(l + t)-l-~ for weak and strong
solutions treated in Theorem 3. Therefore, the integrals JoooJRn (unu')(y, s)dyds are finite.
+
Note also that the functions VEt, F.e,jk and OnFt employed in Theorems 1 and 3 are all
written in the form
C~K(xC!)
in terms of some specific functions K which are bounded and V-integrable, 1 ::; p < 00
(1 < p < 00 for OnFt). We should also mention that Theorem 3 exhibits no boundary
effects. This is probably because we are dealing only with solutions decaying very rapidly
(like Ixl-n - 1 ) as Ixl -t 00.
We can apply Theorem 3 to prove an analogue of Theorem 2 for flows in

lR~.

Theorem 4. Let n = 2, 3, 4.
(i) Let a E L!(lR~) n Ll(lR~) satisfy (12) ; so there exists a weak solution u such that
lIu(t) II~ ::; G(l + t)-l-~. Then
for large t > 0

(16)
if and ony if

(17)

(J~ y.a' (y )dy +

r k'!(

u,.u')(y, S )dyds,

k+

y.a. (Y)dY) ,qo,O).

(ii) Let a E L!(lR~) satisfy lIe- tA aI12::; G(l + t)-% ; and so there exists a weak solution
u such that Ilu(t) 112 ::; G(l + t)-%. Then

(18)

for large t > 0

if and only if

(19)
See (4] for the proof. In contrast to the case of flows in lRn , condition of (17) represents an
interaction between the initial velocity a and the corresponding solution u. Moreover, the
integrals
1 ::; j, k ::; n 1, j = k = n,
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play no role in (17). These facts and condition (12) reflect some geometric properties of the
half-space 1R~ that affect the behavior of flows therein. We further remark that

Ile-tAall~ ~ ct-l-~

(k+ Yna'(y)dy, k+ Ynan(Y)dY) =I-

if and only if

(0,0).

Further Results
For flows in JRn , we can also prove the following:
(i) Let a satisfy \1 . a = 0 and

la(y)1

n

G(l + lyl)-n-I,

~

aj(Y)

=L

akbjk(y) ,

k=l

Ib(y)1

G(l + lyl)-n,

~

/ Ib(y)ldy < 00.

Then, under some smallness assumptions on a there is a strong solution u such that

o <ry ~ n+ 1,

(20)
and, with j = 1, ... ,n,
lim
t-+oo

t~+~(l-~)

u·(t) J

x

J

L

'P'
p..

2p+I.BI:::;m-l

rOO!.B
sPy (UkUl)(y, s)dyds

araxFl,jk(" t) io

0

= 0
q

00 and 1 ~ m ~ n.
(ii) Suppose a E L!(JRn ) n Ll(JRn ) satisfies

whenever 1

(22)

~

a'

L....t

l:::;IQI:::;m
.
(-l)I.BI+P.B

(21)

+

" . (-l)IQlaQEtO/yQa.(y)dy

q

~

/(1 + lyl)n-1Ia(y)ldy <

Then there exists a weak solution

U

00,

/(1 + lyltla(y)1 dy <
2

00.

which satisfies (21) for 1 ~ q ~ 2 and 1

~

m

~

n - 1.

(iii) In general, we do not know whether m can be chosen as m > n in (i) and as
m > n - 1 in (ii), respectively. But, when n = 2, there exists a smooth Navier-Stokes flow
U which satisfies
lIu(t)llq

~

Gqe-'Yqt

lu(x, t)1

~

Gm e-'YTnt (l

(23)

(1

~ q ~

00),

+ Ixl)-m,

(m = 0, 1, 2, ... ).

We do not know whether some results corresponding to (i) - (iii) above hold for flows in 1R~.
Estimate (20) is obtained in [5]. The other results are all proved in [3].
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ON THE UNIQUENESS OF NONDECAYING SOLUTIONS
OF THE NAVIER-STOKES EQUATIONS
JUN KATO
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS, HOKKAIDO UNIVERSITY,
SAPPORO 060-0810, JAPAN

1. INTRODUCTION

In this talk, we consider a uniqueness probrem for the Navier-Stokes equations:
Ut-~U+(U,V')u+'\lP=O
inRnx (0,00),
(NS)

{

divu = 0

in R n x (0,00),

Ult=o =

in R n ,

Uo

where u = u(t, x) = (Ul(t, x),," ,un(t, x)) and p = pet, x) stand for the unknown
velocity vector field of the fluid and its pressure respectively, while Uo = uo(x) =
(u6(x) , '" ,u~(x)) is given initial velocity vector field.
The purpose of this talk is to show a uniqueness of solutions for (NS) that have
no decay at space infinity. There is many results to treat a uniqueness of solutions
to the Navier-Stokes equations. However, most of them are considered in the class
of the solutions that have decay at space infinity.
When we don't assume the decay, we have a simple example of solutions that
are not unique. If we set u(t, x) = get) a spacially constant function and pet, x) =
-g'(t) ·X, then (u,p) evidently solves (NS) no matter how 9 is taken with g(O) = Uo.
These solutions are not uniquely determined if we fix initial data g(O). So we must
impose some condition on p to get uniqueness.
2. KNOWN RESULTS

On the uniqueness without assuming the decay, there are some known results for
classical solutions. Their sufficient conditions are the following.
(i) [1] n = 3, lui = I'\lui = 0(1), Ipi = O(lxl l - e ) (Ixl ~ 00) for c > 1,

(ii) [4], [3] n = 2, 3, I'\lui = 0(1), Ipi = 0(lxll-n/2) (Ixl ~ 00).
Our main result concerns (i) and gives the another characterization for the sufficient
condition on the pressure term p.
3. MAIN RESULT

Before stating our main result, we introduce some function spaces. Let BUG
denote the space of all bounded uniformly continuous functions and B M 0 the space
of all functions of bounded mean oscillation. Note that BlVIO is a dual space of
Hardy space HI. S denotes the Schwartz class, so that S' is the space of tempered
distributions.
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The solution (U, p) of (NS) in the distribution sense which we treat is as follows.

Definition 1. We call (u,p) the solution of (NS) on (0, T) x R n in the distribution
sense if (u, p) satisfy the following conditions:
(i) u, p E Lfoc((O, T) x Rn) and u(t), p(t) E S' for a.e. t,
(ii) div u = in S' for a.e. t,
(iii)

°

iT

{(u(s), oscp(s)) + (u(s), £:1cp(t)) + ((u ® u)(s), V'cp(s))

+ (P(s), div cp(s))} ds =

(3.1)

-(uo, cp(O)),

for all cp E Gl([O, T] x Rn) with cp(s,·) E S (s E [0, T]) and cp(T,·)
(u ® u, \lcp) = LJ~j=1 (UiUj, OiCPj).

=0, where

Now we are in a position to stata our main result.

Theorem 1. Let Uo E BUG with divuo = 0. Suppose that (u,p) is the solution of
(NS) in the distribution sense satisfying

u

E

G([O, T]; BUG),

p E Lfoc((O, T);

BMO).

Then (u, p) is unique.
M oerover, we have
n

V'p =

(3.2)

2: V'~RjUiuj

in S'

i,j=1
for a.e. t.
Remark 1. (i) The existence of such a solution was proved in [2].
(ii) Our .condition p(t,·) E BMOis not included by the condition Ip(t, ')1 =
O(lxI 1- e ) (Ixl ~ 00) of [1].
(iii) The uniqueness resUlt assuming p is of the form p = 1f + L::~j=1 J4Rj1fij for
1f, 1fij E VX) has been proved by the joint work with Y.Giga, K.Inui, and
S.Matsui (unpublished).
.4. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we prepare. some lemmas.
Let k denote the fundamental solution of -£:1, i.e. -£:1k =
2
k(x) = { Gn l x I -n

G2 log Ixl

o.

Its explicit form is

(n ~ 3)
(n = 2),

where l/Gn = (n - 2)lsn- 1 1 (n > 3) and 1/G2 = -21f.
Let'ljJ E GO'(Rn) be radial with'ljJ(x) = for Ixl :S 1 and 'ljJ(x) = 1 for Ixl ~ 2. We
set A = 1- 'ljJ. For any € with < € < 1/2 we define 'ljJe(x) = 'ljJ(x/€), Ae(X) = A(€X)
and ke = 'ljJeAek so that suppke C {x ; C:S Ixl :S 2/c}.

°

°

Definition 2. For

f

E

S', we define the operator
R~jf(x) =

(oiojke)

* f(x)
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by

(x ERn).

UNIQUENESS OF THE NAVIER-STOKES EQUATIONS

Remark. ·2 .. We have
RiRjf(x) = (p.v. oiojk)

for

f

* f(x) -

8··
2 f(x)
n

(x ERn)

E S, since it is known that
'1:"-1 [

.r

~i~j

-1~12

1

!l !l

= p.v. UWj

k

-

6ij ~
-:;;:u

. S' ,
m

where Rj denotes the Riesz transform that is defined by
is Dirac's delta function.

R;J =

yCI(~j/I~l)l and 8

The following lemma says that Rfj approximates the operator ~Rj in some sence.
Lemma 4.1. Let 1 ::; i, j ::; n. For

f E Loo we have

(~Rjf, cp)

lim(Rijf, cp) =
etO

for all cp E S with

J' cp = o.

Rfj satisfies the following properties.

(i) For

Lemma 4.2.

f

E

S' with div f = 0 in S' we have

·n

LRfjiJ = 0
j=1

in S'

(1

< c < 1/2,

1::; i ::;

n).

(ii) For 9 E BMD we have
n

1~IT1 L Rfj oj9 = -Oig in S'

(1::; i ::; n).

j=1

Lemma4.2(i) is immediately follows from the deffinition of Rfj. On the other
hand, (ii) is shown using the following lemma and the duality of 7-£1 and BMD,
since ~;=1 Rij oj9 = oiflke * g.
Lemma 4.3. Let cp E S with

f cp= o.

Then

lim (-fl)ke· * cp = cpo in ?-l1.
dO

For the proof of Lemma4.3 the following fact which generalizes the result in [2]
plays an important role. For 0 < Q < 1,
holes if J f =

o.
5. PROOF OF THEOREM1

Theorem1 is proved using the uniqueness of solutions of the corresponding integral
equation

(5.1)

u(t)

=

et~uo +

in 0([0, T];'BUG) , where P = (8ij

lt

'\I.

e(t-s) L1 p(u

+ Ri Rj kj=I, ... ,n.
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® u)(s)ds,
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The uniqueness of (5.1) essentially comes from the boundedness of operator
V . eCt-S)Ap on VXJ, more pricisely

IIV· e(t-s)APfllv

Xl

::;

G(t - s)-!llfIlLoo

(0 < s < t),

as is shown in [2]. Hence our main task is to show that U satisfies (5.1).
We first take (RfIr.p(s),·.· ,Rfnr.p(s)) as a test function of (3.1), then applying
Lemma4.2(i) we obtain

lT (~1
since divu

(5.2)

= OJ
iT
o

(8,Rfj14(S )Uj(s), cp(s)) +

t

(8j Rfjp(s) , cp(s)) }ds = 0,

divuo = 0 in S' for a.e. t. Therefore taking limit as c lOwe have

{t

(8iRlRjUi(S)Uj(s), r.p(s)) - (81P(s) , r.p(s)) }ds = 0,

i,j=l

by Lemma4.1, Lemma4.2(ii). Combining (5.2) and the lth component of (3.1) we
obtain

iT {(Ul(S), 8sr.p(s)) + (Ul(S), Llr.p(s)) - ('\7 . P(u 0 U)(S))l' r.p(s)) }ds
= -(u~,

r.p(0))

(1::; 1 ::; n).

Next, we take 'f](s)eCt-S)A¢> as a test function instead of r.p(s) of the equation above
for each fixed t E [0, T], where 'f] E G1([0, TJ) satisfies sUpP'f] C [0, t), 'f](0) = 1, and
¢> E S. Then we obtain

iT {(Ul(S), (8s'f])(s)e Ct - S)A¢» - (V· P(u 0 U)(S))l' 'f](s)eCt-S)A¢» }ds
tA ¢».

= -(u~, e

Therefore, approximating 'f] to XC-co,t) and hence 8s'f] to -bt , where
characteristic function of the interval (-00, t), we have

(Ul(t) -

etAu~ + it (V· eCt-S)AP(u 0U)(S))lds, ¢»

XC-co,t)

is a

= 0

for all ¢> E S. Therefore we observe that U satisfies the integral equation (5.1).
Finaly, the representation of '\7p (3.2) follows immediately from (5.2). 0
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GLOBAL EXISTANCE OF TWO-D.IMENSIONAL
NAVIER-STOKES FLOW WITH
NONDECAYING INITIAL VEROCITY
O. SAWADA

This is a joint work .with Y.Gigq. and S. Matsui.
1. INTRODUCTION

We consider the nonstationary Navier-Stokes equations in the plane:
(NS)

{

in (0, T) x }R2,
Ut - ~u + (u, V)u + Vp = 0
divu = 0
in (0, T) x }R2,
ult=o = Uo
in }R2, (with divuo = 0)

where.u = u{x, t) = (ul(x, t), u 2 (x, t)) and p = p(x, t) stand for the
unknown velocity vector field of the fluid and unknown scalar function
of its pressure; x = (Xl, X2) stands for a point of the plane }R2 and
t(?:. 0) stands for the time.
We are interested in the global existance of smooth solution when
initial data Uo is merely bounded or bounded uniformly continuous.
We define several function spaces, We denote by BUC BUC (}R2) ,
the space of all functions (or vector fields) which are bounded and
uniformly continuous in }R2, with LOO(}R2) norm denoted by 11·1100' For
a Banach space X and an interval I c}R, 0 (I; X) denotes the space
of all continuous functions from I to X.

Theorem 1. Assume that the initial data Uo E BUC satisfies divuo =
O. Then there exists u E 0([0, (0); BUC) such that u(O)
Uo and
(u(t), Vp(t)) with p(t) = I:7,j=1 ~RjUi(t)uj(t) is a unique classical
solution of (NS) globally in time.
There is a large literature on local solvability of (NS) even in a various
domain of}Rn (n?:. 2). In particular Leray [Le] has already obtained the
time global solutions if Uo E L2(}R2). The method of his proof is based
on the energy estimate. This method does not apply directly to our
situation because the energy is infinite, neverthless we have the above
result.
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In our result we do not assume Uo E L2(JR2). We consider that
Uo E BUC or Loo. In this case, the initial data does not decay at
space infinity, The time local solution (u, p) is constructed by CannonKnightly ([C-K1 1970), Cannone ([Ca1 1995), and Giga-Inui-Matsui
([G-I-M] 1999) inclusing higher dimensional problems.

2.

SKETCH OF THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1

Let us briefly explain main ideas of proving Theoreml.
We use the integral equations
(INT)

u(t)

= et~uo

-It

\7.

e(t-s)~P(u 0

u)(s)ds,

where P = (njkj=1,2, Pij = 6i j+ ~Rj is formaly ~he orthogonal projector on the divergence-free subspace; R j denotes the Riesz transform
with a symbol
~j jl~l. The operator et~ is the solution operator of
the heat equation. We call the solution of (INT) as the mild solution.

v=r

In [C-K] and [G-I-M] the maximal existance interval (0, To) where
the solution exists in (0, To) is estimated by
To ~ Cjlluoll~·

The main trick is to establish a priori bounded for lIu(t) 1100' Once we
obtain it the solution can be extended globally.

Theorem 2. Assume that the initial data Uo E BUC. AS-?'!lme that u
is the mild solution in time [0, T1. Then there exists a positive constant
K (independent of time) satisfies
Ilu(t)lIoo ~ Kexp(Ke Kt )
provided that '!I curl uoll oo

<

for· t E [O,T],

00.

Since there is a regulari~ing effect (shown by [G-I-M]) so that \7u(to) E
BUC for to > 0, Theorem2 implies Theoreml.
We give a sketch of the proof of Theorem2.

Step! (Maximum principle of vorticity equation)
We consider the rotation of u(t) for t E [0, T].
Wt -

~w

+ (u, \7)w =

0.

We denote by w(t) = curlu(t) = &u 2(t)j&Xl - &u 1 (t)j&X2'
2
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Assume that Uo E BUC, and u(t) is the solution of (NS) in time [0, T],
Since we can apply the maximum principle to the vorticity equation,
then the following inequality holds;

Ilw(t)lloo:S Ilwoli oo for t> 0,
where wo = curl Uo.
We note that this estimate is not available for higher dimensional
space since there is a vorticity stretching term.
Step2 (Estimate of bilinear terms)
There exists a numerical positive constant C satisfies that

IIV· et~JP>(u®u)lIoo:S C{(l+l/Vt+logR)lluli oo llwll oo

+ (l/R)lIull;,},

for alIt> 0, R> 1.
For the proof we estimate the Riesz transform by using duality but
we skip the detail.
We treat the mild solution. Using this inequC1,lity to II . lloo-estimate
the integrant of (INT) with R=l+lIu(s)lloo, we obtain
Ilu(t)lloo :Slluoll oo

+ Cllwoll oo 1\(t -

s)-1/2+1+1og(1+lIu(s)lloo)}llu(s)lloods,

by the maximum principle to the vorticity.
In the same way to prove the Gronwall type inequality, we obtain
Theorem2. The constant K in Theorem2 depends only on IIwolioo.
A similar Gronwall type inequality without singularity (t-S)-1/2 is
found in [Wo] (1933) and [B-G] (1980).

f3 be non-negative constants. Assume that a
non-negative function a(t, s) satisfies a(·,.) E C(O:Ss<t:ST), a(t,·) E
L1 (0, t) for all t E (0, T]. Furthermore, we assume that there exists a
positive constant EO such that

Lemma 1. Let a and

sup it a( t, s )ds :S 1/2.
O::=;t::=;T

Ira non-negative function f
f(t) :S a +

1t

t-€Q

E

C([O, T]) satisfies

a(t, s)ds + f31t {I + log(l + f(s))} . f(s)ds,
3
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for all t E [0, T]. Then we have
2

f(t) < exp{[l +'"'1/(3 + log(l + 2a)]e ,6t} ,
exp(l + '"'1/(3)
for all t E [0, T]. Here we put '"'I = sUPO::;t::;T{ sUPO::;s9-€o a( t, 8)}.

8)-6 with 0< 8 < 1, it is easy
to show that the assumptions of Lemmal are satisfied for

Remark 1. In the case of a(t, 8) = (t

~

1
-8)
(2

=

1/(1-6)

,'"'I

(_2_)
1-8

6/(1-6)
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On the viscosity solution method for a dynamic boundary value problem
arising in the theory of superconductivity*

GOTO, SHUN'ICHI

(~jJj~-)

Kanazawa University

We will talk about the comparison principle of viscosity solutions for a dynamic boundary value problem, which comes from a model arising in the mean field theory of superconductivity (see [ESS]).
Let

Q=

n be a bounded interval (0, L) c

n x (0, T).

For a function k

1R and T > O. Let u be a real valued function on

= k(x, t, T, p) : Q x 1R x 1R -+ 1R we recall the definitions

of viscosity sub- and supersolutions for k(x, t, Ut, ua;) = O.

(1) U is called a viscosity subsolution of k

0 if U*

(x, t, ¢) E Q x C 1 (Q) such that (u* - ¢)(x, t)

<

00

on Q and, for any

maxQ(u* - ¢), the inequality

k(x, t, ¢t(x, t), ¢x(x, t)) ::;; 0 holds.
(2) U is called a viscosity supersolution of k = 0 if U* >
(x, t, ¢) E Q

X

-00

on Q and, for any

Cl(Q) such that (u* - ¢)(x, t) = minQ(u* - ¢), the inequality

k(x, t, ¢t(x, t), ¢x(x, t))

~

0 holds.

Here U* and u* are the upper and lower semicontinuous envelopes of u, respectively.
Let F(x, t) and a(x, t) be given functions in C(Q) and "(

~

0 be a given constant. We

consider the initial boundary value problem

Ut - F(x, t) (U; +"(2) 1/2 = 0,
(F)

Ut - F(x, t)a(x, t) = 0,
u(x,O) = uo(x),

xE

(x, t) E

(x, t) E

an x (0, T),

n.

*This is a joint work with C. M. Elliott and Y. Giga.
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n x (O;T),

Unusual feature of this problem is that the time derivative appears in the boundary condition. Such a dynamic boundary condition is studied for parabolic equations, for example
in [EI, E2], but not for degenerate equations: Since the equation:is not parabolic, to solve
the problem globally we need to establish the theory of the viscosity solution. However,
the conventional approach for comparison principle does not work. In order to formulate
the definition of a viscosity solution of (P) we define, for (x, t, T,p) E Q x lR x lR,

E(x, t, T,p)

=.T -

F(x, t) (p2

+ 1'2) 1/2,

X

E

n,

Fmin(X, t, T,p) =

{ min (T - F(x, t)a(x, t), E(x, t, T,p)) ,
x E an,
E(x, t, T,p),
x E n,
Fma;x(x, t, T,p) = {
.
max(T - F(x,t)a(x,t),E(x,t,T,p)) , x E an.
DEFINITION. We say that U E C(Q) is a viscosity solution of (P) ifu(x, 0) =.uo(x) for any

x

E

n, u is a viscosity subsolution. of Fmin =

0 and a viscosity supersolution of Fma;x = O.

This is the usual notion of viscosity solutions for boundary value problems (see [CIL]).
To prove the comparison theorem of viscosity solutions we give an equivalent notion of
solutions by introducing

E(x, t, T,p),
x
1/2
G(X,t,T,p) = {
T - F(x, t) max ( a(x, t), ((plJ(x) SignF(x, t))_ 2 + 1'2) ), x
Here v(x) is the outer normal at x E

an and [J]-

E

n,

E a~.

=.min{!, O}.

PROPOSITION (Equivalence). A function u is a viscosity solution of (P) if and only if

u

E

C(Q), u(x,O) = uo(x) for any x

E 0"

and u is both a viscosity subsolution and a

viscosity supersolution of G = O.
To develop the theory of viscosity solutions for (P) a key step is to prove the comparison
theorem.
THEOREM (Comparison). Suppose that there is a constant C > 0 such that

IF(x, t) - F(y, t)1

~

Clx - yl
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for any (x, t), (y, t) E Q.

Let u be a viscosity subsolution of G

= 0 and v

be a viscosity supersolution of G

= O.

If

u*(x,O) ::::;; v*(x, 0) for any x E fl, then u* ::::;; v* on Q.
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Nonlinear wave equations with large potential

:fr R3 J:O)~~, p :fr p > 1 ij>~~~~ L -C,
~¥wlbjjf£~~:::.MT -5 19JWJ{illPI:t~J~!H:::. /) v '-c1S;;t -5:

V(x)

fXO)J:: 5 it*,7/"/-\""lvJji:frt/)-*~

8;u - ,6.u + V(x)u = \u\P in [0, (0) x R 3 .

(1.1)

-=- -=- -c'~i, i5JllO) lul P ~i/J\ ~ it~lb:rI ~ di--5 iJ~, *'7 /"/-\"" Iv:rI~i±~fmO)-.g:~ ~ di-itT
:sL~:fr ~ -5 -=- ~ ~:::'T -5. ~~, 19JWJ-r'-?t iJ~£b-5~,*-c'+0/J\~ ftA1Ai, ~~t;j\~ v ,-=- ~
iJ~WJ~~n-5 O)-c', *'7 /"/-\"" Iv V(x) ~:::.!j?j:~:::.mU~R:fr~~ itv '~R IJ , lul P ~i (1.1) O){illO)Jji
~ .It,~-C J:: 1J;j\ ~ v' ~ ,II¥!, 5 -=- ~ iJ~-c'~-5.
~T, *'7 /"/-\"" Iv:rI~:::. J:: -5~lbiJ~itv 'ti:fr1S;;t-5. '/1,(t, x) = Lo(F)(t, x) :fr
8;u -,6.u = F in [0,(0) x R 3 ,
u(O, x) = 8t u(0, x) =
for x E R3

(1.2)
(1.3)

°

O)~~~T -5. ~PFl~fX7GiJ~ 3 fX:;c-c'£b-5 ~ v'
~/)-=- ~ iJ~~ Gn -Cv \-5. (F. John [5], W.

j~~tJ\~ k :fr~F~~~~

:sL/).

(1.4)

-=-n~i

~ifXO) J::

5 it/~1W:fr

Strauss and K. Tsutaya [7] it c!::':fr~!ffi0)-=- ~)

L-C

FE Ck([O, (0)
iJ~fiX: IJ

5 !j?j:JJH1iJ~G, Lo(F)(t, x)

R 3)

X

===}

Lo(F) E Ck([O, (0)

X

R 3)

Lo(F) O)*~~

1
Lo(F)(t,x) = 4
7r

rr

Jo Jlwl=l

(t - s)F(s,x + (t - s)w)dSwds

iJ~ G:SiJ~-5.

:1I):;tI)~!Jiiilli M~O)t~6t), T
Lo(F)(t, x) E C 2 (ST) 0) ~ ~

7·

(1.5)

°< A < 1,

:frMt~T{:f:~O)~~ A, /-l, rn

(1.6)
(1.7)

>

° ':::.)<"tL-C ST
/-l

=

[0,(0) X R3 ~.< -=- ~':::'T-5.

> 2 + A,- rn > 2

,:::.)<"t L-C

IIT+ T~Lo(F) II U

(ST) ::; C11I TtLFIILOO(STh
IIT+T~Lo(.F)IILOO(ST) ::; C111(x)mT+T~FIIL=(ST)
X)

iJ~fiX: IJ :sL0. t~t:' L, C1 'i A, /-l, rn O)di-':::'~ff L T ':::'Ii~{*, Litv \IEJE~-c'£b-5. ~ t:.
T± = T±(t, x) ~ifXo)~-c'JE~~n-5:mdi-~~-c'£b-5:

T+(t, x)

= 1 + t + 1;r;I, L(t,X) = 1 + It -lxii_
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2:-C, 'I./,(t,x')

= L(F)(t,:r)

'.t

8;'11. - £::"'lJ. + V(:r)'U. = F in [0,(0) X R:l,
11.(0, x) = OtU(O, x) = 0 for x E R3

(1.8)
(1.9)

O)~~t:Tg. =-0) L(F)(t,x) (:'-0v\-ct, Lo(F)(t,x) iJ~~t::.T.J: j tt1*t?iJ~2:(:.MTgfr1
m~7mJG~~¥{iffi (1.6), (1.7) :3::~ < =- t: iJ~RJ§l§t::~ j 7J\ *~.yj[-Clj:, 7~'T /:/-1" /v V(x) iJ~
1* t? ipttM~-C, @Fr;t9~~NJijj-C+)j-J* < 7mJG~ L-, iJ~-0

v (x)

(1.10)

2: 0 for x

E

R3

:3::~t::'T t: ~, J:.-CJzJ!.r:::.t::..J: j tt Lo(F)(t, :D) O)¥-f-0'~i.jtiJ~ L(F)(t, x) (:.M L- -C tJJX:!J ft
-0=-t::3::¥a1§:L-t::.v\. !f,f~:', (1.6) (:.MJ;tTg~¥{iffiJt:3::~< =-t:~j:::kWJt::t:,E~,;bhQ. ~~,
-{-0)~tt~¥{iffiJtiJ~1~ t?hh~i, (1.1) (:.MT g/j, 2: ttfJJWHiil:3::Wll:T1:JJ~IJHiilr~~m(:. -0v \-C, a~
Fr;t9::k~~~O)ff:(£:3:: P > Pc = 1 + J2 ttQ£::-CO) P (:.ML- -C~T =- t: iJ\-C~ Q. =- =- -C: Pc
~j: V(x) = 0 o)~(:', F. John [5] (:..J:0-C~ipht::.~·F~~JjO).(:.~tTQ~W1iil-Ccbg.

fJJWHiilr~~m

~Jl2.1

(1.8)-(1.9) O)~~ L(F)(t, :1:) ~:.~tL- -C{'1z0)mJj--0~ U~J-UJO ~¥{iffiiJ~JJX: ~ ft-0.
V(x) E C 2 (R3) ~j: (1.10)

:to.J:LJ

(2.1)

(2.2)

suppF

:3::~t::.Tt:TQ.
:: 0)

C

KM

:=

{(t,x)

E

[O,T]

x R3: Ixl

~ t

+ M}

t::.tc.L-, T, M ~j:IEO);t~.
:3::~t::'T{f:~O)~~ A, J-l ~:.M L--C

t: ~, (1.5)

(2.3)

;i~:~¥{iffiJt (2.3) ~j:, #:::1//,::'7 r-tt~T/:/-1"lv(:.ML--C, V. Georgiev: C. Heirriing
and H. Kubo [2] (:.:tov \-C7J' 2:h -C:to ~ ) 4'§JO)iffl*~j:-{-O)tJt*~.:cb t::. Q.

{f:~'':

(t,x) E Sr '.t~;tL--C, L{P)(t,x) E C2(Sr) O)M§~t1iil:3::~¥{iffiT~1.,'i.J:l;'.

Step 1

ifg'f-ft x

F--..0)1m-~
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=- O)m1.f~::i'i~ V(J;)

'::1E~.tot-T Q{&:1E J: V) ~~ot:> Q

0) {&jEi'i{X 0) J: -)

V(:r) E C(R3) 1:~ V), M > 2, Va > 0

=- c!:: iJ~1:~ Q:

'::M L --C

1I0 MV IIL'xl(R3) :s; Va

(3.1)

~Mt~T.

~~,

It(t,X) = L(F)(t,x) c!::TQ c!::
'/1,(t,:/;) = Lo(F)(t,x) - Lo(Vu)(t,x)

(3.2)

c!:: . I t Q. (1.5) ~Mt~T{£~O)~?J& A, /-L, m (::~tL- --C (1.6), (1.7) J: V)

IIT+T~ullL<"'(ST) :s; CIIIT~T_FIIV="(ST)

*f(::, 2 < rn < M it Q' m

iJ~pX: V) :sL~.

+ Clll(x)mT+T~VullL<"'(sT)'

~~.$ c!::, (3.1)

J: V), (t0Q R

~ 1 iJ~(t00--C

C 1 (x)m\v(y)\

:s; 1/2 for Ixl

~

R

J: -':)--C

IIT+T~ull£Co(sT) :s; 2CIIIT~LFIILOO(ST)

+ C~IIT+ T~uIIL=([0,T1X{IYI::;R})'

iJt0 --C, (2.3) O){-tb V) I::
(3.3)
~7T'1t'i' J:

v,=- c!:: iJ~5j-iJ~ Q.

;tt: (3.1) ,::.tov'--C Va

Step 2 t

?)~1f fff..(j)

iJ~+5j-tJ\ ~ ItklA'i, l:O)~~¥~iJ~G@:n€ (2.3) ~1~Q. ([7] ~$$)

C: ~

=- o)~i:t,

(3.2) O):;billm-~Wn::I:t (1.6) ~Jiiffl L-, :;billm=~(C~v '--CI:t, Lo 0)*
~A (1.4) '::1*0 --C~¥{iffi~1TV " Gronwall O)/f~A~{se: 0 --Cftill(cl!&~ ~1t Q =- c!:: 1:, pff
~0)~¥{iffiA~1~Q

=- c!:: iJ~1:~ Q.

C* ~lj.;t GtLt:.IE1E~ c!:: L- --C, to ~ C* R, Ixol :s; R it QJ~ (to, xo) E 8T ~~1ET Q.
(1.8) O):;billO) F I:~v'--C, fJzO)=~O)~if~~;tQ. -~O) F IcML---CI:t, Jii?43it;q 'Y

}-. • :;t7~jk~{se: 0 --C =-tL G O)~ifF:jWr¥TtLli'J: v'.

Case 1: suppF c {(s, y): Iy - xol 2:
=- 0) c!:: ~ ~~R1~tjWtiJ ~ G

/'0 -

'I1.(t, :1:) = 0 if

IJ; -

s - 2C* R}

:/:01

:s; to -

t - 2C* R

Iy -

:1:01 ~ to -

iJ~nX: V) :sL~0)1:,

(t, :/.:) E L:(to, :ro)

:= {(s, y):

to - s 2:
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s - 2C* R}

It. 7;; (I, :1;) (:: /)~ \-C~ jd1A'i+5t-C-;9:> 7;;. Step 2 O)~ ~ ~~, IJo(Vv.)(t, :r) O)~ljL{iffii.J\*

WS"J -C- it) 0 .
h(s)
~ :to

=

sup {T+T~Iv.(s, y)I},

D(s) = {y: Iy - xol ::; to - s}

yED(.~)

<~, (1.4) 7P G
.,

I

) I::; C R
Lo(Vv. )
(t,x

~1~0. ~,:: M> 2 + A ~ It. 0

1

1('

>jVJ.
)-1-,\ (th(s)
VIIL''''(R~i)(to
Jo (to _ S)M-1-,\ ds
~~A:~i, Gronwall O)/F~AipGffl~O)~ljL{iffiA

J: 5 ,:: A

i.JQJt5.
Case 2: suppF c{(s,y):

Iy -

xol ::; to - s - C*R}

-=- 0)~,::.t3\t \-C 0)Jj., V(x) '::M 1.., -C7Ef:I-c-J?l!A: GtL -Cit \0 J: -j 1t.5falt \{&:fEi.J~&:::\~ ~
It. 0. ~-r, L(F) ~%AS"J'::~mT0t~/5l')'::, -~{~~tLt~7-!J;r:J£~F ~~AT0.
t!Pi?, Ro(z) = (-b. - z)-1 ~ -b. O)!J ~/JvA:~ rftffl*, F(f)(~) = J e-·ix E.f(a:)r1x ~~
~s"Jlt.7-!J ;r:J£~~T0 ~ ~

(3.4)
~ F(f) (~) ~fE~T 0. (~¥: 1..,
~ G'::, !J ~/JvA:~ rtg~A

,:: J:

(3.5)

<ti [3], [6] vol. II , Def.14.6.3 It. ~" ~$!ffi0) -=- ~)

R(z) - Ro(z) = -Ro(z)VR(z),

:a:ffllt\0 ~
(3.6)
~J£%-C-~

F(f)(~)
0.

t~t::1.." tp(x,~)

tp(x, 0

(3.7)

=

R(z)·= (-b.+ V - z)-l.

J[e-'ixE, + tp(x, ~)Jf(x)r1x,

ti

= R(I~12

+ iO)(~)(x), VE,(x)

=

-V(x)e-ixE..

,::J: ~ fE~~tL0M~-c(3.8)
~¥lMJt~ T.
;?j~ JJ;X:- 'J

J: -::> -C

li---:> •

bU::O)~{fmO) t~,

L(F)(t,x)

=

L(F)

~:t%AS"J'::

lot JJ(e'iXE, + tp(x,~)) sin(tl~1 s)I~1 (e-iYE, + <p(y,~)) F(s,y)dyd~ds

~~-tt0-=-~i.J~5t;?j~0. ~G'::

(3.9)

L(F)(t, x) - Lo(P)(t, x)

=

lot JK(t -
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s, a:, y)F(s, y)dyds

,~If< ~ ~:

=- O)m5H(~m*(J)~ K(t Ixl ::; R,

0)

t: -

8, X,

8

y) i'i

-Iyl 2: (C*

+ l)R

~ ~Jm~(J)M~~ it. V):

iK( t -

(3.10)

8,

CR v log(2 +.t - s -Iy\)
a;, y )1 < -,,:-'-=-:-,---:----:--:-:'--'-'-

-

(t - s)(t -

8

-iyi)

~~¥{iffi2::hQ. =-(J)~iE&J--C-i'i, cp(x,~) (;:MTQ;fflJffift.~{iffi ([1], Proposition 6.3) ~, !J '/
/vJ'(/, 1
. . f~ffl*\;:itT QmJi.-")~ L2 ~¥fiffi ([4], Theorem 1.9) ;;f3 J: Ro(I~12 + iO)(j)(x)
(J)~{*Bf.Jit.*/F~~7 /v(;:1!l!?
~1&';:, (3.10) ~
\-C

a:

mit

IL(F)(to, xo) - Lo(F) (to:, xo)1 :::;C2(tO)-1-AIITtL:Fllux)(sT)
~¥t:'t i:f~iEjjjjn~~T Q.
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AN IMPROVEMENT OF A RESULT OF JAGER AND REJTO
ABOUT OSCILLATING LONG-RANGE POTENTIALS
KIYOSHI MOCHIZUKI
Department of Mathematics, Tokyo Metropolitan University
Hachioji, Tokyo 192-0397, Japan

In the recent work [4J, Jager and Rejto have studied the Schrodinger operators with
short-range perturbations of von Netimann-Wigner potentials:

(1)

L .--

_A

W.

TT()
+ csinbl~1
Ixl + V3 x ,

where V3(x), x E R3, is a real valued function behaving like O(lxl- 1- 6 ) (6 > 0) as
Ixl --+ 00. They illustrated how to establish the·principle of limiting absorption for this
potential and for a compact subinterval ] of the positive real axis R+ such that

(2)
This work is closely related to the earlier one of Mochizuki-Uchiyama [7]. The principle
of limiting absorption is proved in [7] for more general oscillating long-range potentials,
and if the operator is restricted to (1), the condition·on the interval] becomes

(3)

b2

inf] >

1

4 + min{2,46}lbc l.

Note that.in [4] is not proved the principle of limiting absorption itself, "i:>ut a most
important ingredient of its proof is given. It is the so called uniqueness or growth estimate
of the generalized eigenfunctions. As in the previous results (see eg., Kato [5], Eidus [1],
Mochizuki:'Uchiyama [8]), the growth estimates are proved by formulating a differential
inequality for a functiomJ of solutions. A new point of the proof of (4] (see also [3])
is that they adopted a functional which includes an approximate phase of the operator
(1). Their approximate phase is the same one as is introduced in [7], where a similar
functional identity is formulated to establish the principle of limiting absorption. But it
is not used there to show the growth estimate of generalized eigenfunctions.
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The purpose of this paper is to make an improvement of the result of [4], and apply
it to show the principle of limiting absorption. More specifically, we shall establish the
growth estimate for the interval J satisfying

(4)
and the principle for J satisfying
2

(5)

b

di~t { J, 4

}

1

> min{2, 48} Ibel·

In this paper we do not restrict ourselves to the 3 dimensional case. Our results are
stated under some abstract conditions on the potentials, and it is also applicable to the
operators
A
esin(log Ixi) TT ( )
(6)
L = _~
+ log Ixl + V3 x ,

where Va(x) = O(lxl-l{log Ixl}-1-6) as Ixl ~ 00. In this case the growth estimate holds
for each J c R+, and the principle is obtained for J satisfying

(7)

.

1

mfJ> 481cl.

We should mention that condition (5) or (7) does not cover all the compact subintervals
of R+, and the principle still remains unsolved for some intervals. As is already shown in
[7], Example 1-2, condition (7) can be replaced by "each J c R+" if Va(x) = O(lxl- 1- 6)
in (6).
In the next §2 we formulate a functional identity of solutions to the SthrodiIiger equation (Proposition 1). It slightly modifies the one used in [7], and the growth·estimate of
generalized eigenfunctions (Theorem 1) and the principle of limiting absorption (Theorem 2) are both proved based on this identy.

In §3 we shall follow the argument of [4] to show Theorem 1. The functional identity
used in [4] is obtained by considering the equation as an operator-valued ordinary differential equation. So, the expression is apparently much different from ours. But the main
part of difference between these two identities is the weight function. Roughly speaking,
their weight is ~ = IxI 4/ 3 • On the other hand ours is ~
Ixl\j).. -1]V1(lxl), where
).. E J, 1] = 4)..1(4)" - a) with a ~ 0 and Vi(lxl) is the oscillating long-range potential. If
the potentials are as given in (1), thena --:- b2 and Vi(lxj) = csinblxl/ixi. Thus, in our
case,. the weight function is chos~:m also to relate with the approximate phase. This is
the reason that we are able to improve th~ condition on J.
Once the growth estimate is established, the proof of Theorem 2 in §4 is standard
(eg., [1] , [7]). If we follow the argument, however, it seems necessary to add some more
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condtions on J: as in (5) and (7), depending on the decay estimate of Va(x). Thus, our
result generalizes [7], but· [4] in part.
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Weighted pointwise estimates for the wave equation
Hiroyuki Takamura
Institute of Mathematics, University of Tsukuba, Tsukuba 305-8571, Japan.
e-mail: takamura@math.tsukuba.ac.jp
Abstract

All results which will be given in my talk are joint works with Yuki Kurokawa
(Institute of Mathematics, University of Tsukuba, Tsukuba 305-8571, Japan. e-mail
: kurokawa@math.tsukuba.ac.jp) I will talk about some weighted pointwise estimate
for solutions of two dimensional wave equations. It gives a simple proof to obtain the
best order of the lower bound of the lifespan of classical solutions to nonlinear systems.
The radially symmetric solution in higher dimensional case can be also discussed if I
have enough time.

1

Introduction

We are first concerned with pointwise estimates of a classical solution of the following initial
value problem for inhomogeneous wave equations in low space dimenions.

Du H
in Rn x [0,00),
{ ult=o j, utlt::::o = g,

(1.1)

where 0 is a usual D'Alembertian and j, 9 are given smooth functions of compact support
in Rn. H = H(x, t) is a smooth function in Rn x [0,00) whose support is admissible to
the initial data. Our attention goes to pointwise estimates, so that we consider the case of
n = 2,3 only, in which a fundamental solution of 0 is positive.
Most of weighted DXJ estimates of a solutions of (1.1) are global type. Actually, one can
prove

(1.2)
for a suitable weight wand some power p, where G/,g is a positive constant depending on
the initial data. This inequality is often applied to nonlinear problem. For example, putting
H = lulp-1u, or lul P (p 2: 2), we have a global existence of a classical solution of (1.1)
with small initial data by (1.2) together with a contraction mapping argument, namely, a
constructive method. See early works on this problem, F.John [6] and R.T.Glassey [4]. In
this sense, the global estimate (1.2) is enough.
However, in order to investigate the lower bound of the lifespan of the solution when a
blow-up occurs in the nonlinear problem, more precise estimate will be required rather than
(1.2). To see this, we put a small parameter c > into the initial data, i.e.

°

j(x) = c<p(x) , g(x) = c'lj;(x)
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(1.3)

for arbitrarily fixed functions cp, 'If;. Then we have a similar estimate to (1.2) such that
(1.4)
where F is a function of p and a time T. But we have to improve this. Because a function
space in which we will make a contraction has a bad order of c such as

(1.5)
Hence the local in time existence of a solution is quaranteed by

(1.6)
in the contraction. Unfortunately, this condition does not make a optimal order of c of the
lifespan, sup T. For example, see RAgemi & H.Takamura [2] for n = 2.
In three space dimensions, n = 3, one can improve (1.4) easily by making use of strong
by
Huygens' principle. Actually, there is a space-time domain A in which we find Ctp,'Ij; compactness of the support of the initial data. Therefore we have new estimates

°

IiwullL'x>(A)
IlwuIIL=(B)

~ C{llw P HIiL=(:4)F(T,p) + Ilw P HIIL=(B)}'
~ Ctp,'Ij;c + Cllw P HIIL'x>(B)G(T,p) ,

(1.7)

where B = R3 X [0, T] \ A and F, G are functions of T,p. Then the good orders of c in
function spaces are obtained such as

(1.8)
Hence the local in time existence of a solution.is quaranteed by
(1.9)
in the contraction. The first quantity is always bigger than the second one, and makes the
optimal lifespan. See F.John [6] for a quadratic nonlinearity, or ZhbU Yi [10J and RAgemi
& Y.Kurokawa & H.Takarriura [1] for any power.
On the contrary, it is hard to prove a suitable weighted £CXl estimate in two space dimensions like (1.7) by lack of the strong Huygens' principle. However, other clever proofs
overcome the difficulity, which can be found in H.Lindblad[9] and Zhou Yi [ll]. They made
pointwise estimates and extended a local in time solution'to the longest time by continuation
principle, namely the contradiction argument. This method is sharper than constructive one.
The lower and upper bounds of the lifespan coincide with each other .and can be written by
known quantity when c goes to 0. But it works only for the sub-critical case of the nonlinear
problem because a scaling argument is essential. For the critical case, the optimal lower
bound of the lifespan has been obtained. We also remark that the pointwise estimate with
some special function is required in two space dimensions.
The aim of this talk is to give some weighted pointwise estimate in two space dimensions
by simple way as in three dimensional case.' Moreover, as an application, we easily obtain
the weighted £CXl estimates like (1.7). This gives us the two dimensional version of RAgemi
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& Y.Kurokawa & H.Takamura [1] in which the lifespan of a classical solution to the initial
value problem for
Du = IvI P ,
(1.10)
{ Dv = lul q
is precisely estimated from below and above in three space dimensions. This system was
first studied by D.Del Santo & V.Georgiev & E.Mitidieri [3).

2

Main result

We shall consider the linear problem (1.1) with a scaled data (1.3). A key assumption on
the present problem is
suppcp, supp7/! c {x E R2 ; Ixl ~ k}.
(2.1)
Without loss of the generality, we may assume that k > 1. By finite propagation speed of
the wave, the admissible support of H is
suppH

c

{(x, t) E R2

X

[0, (0) ; Ixl ~ t + k}.

The weight function w is defined by

w(lxl, t) =

C+ Ixl +

2k

t'

N(t -lxI),

(2.2)

(2.3)

where N(s) is a given function of s.
Our main result is the following theorem.

Theorem 1 Let u be a classical solution of the initial value problem {1.1} in R2 x [0, T]
with a scaled data {1. 3} under assumptions on the compactness of support of the initial data,
{2.1}, and H, {2.2}. Then, for 0 < c < 1 and PER, there exist positive constans Ccp,'ljJ
depending on the initial data not on c, and C independent of k, c such that the following
inequality holds for any (x, t) E R2 X [0, T].

~ Ccp,'ljJc + CkI(lxl, t),

(2.4)

r») F(p_,>;;(~; r, (3) IIwPHII(3)d(3

(2.5)

Jt + Ixl + 2k Jt -lxl + 2k lu(x, t)1
where, when p

I(r, t) =

> 3,

f' (1+ It ~rr+2;

X[O,oo)(t -

Here Fp(b, a) and" . " are defined by

Fp(b, a) =
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when P

> 1,

when P

= 1,

when P

<1

(2.6)

and

Ilull(T -).)

=

sup lu().W, T)I.

sup
T+A~2T+k

(2.7)

wES 1

For the case p :::; 3, F(P-2)/2(t - r, (1) in I is replaced by Gp(t

+ r, t -

r), where

when p = 3,

(2.8)
when p < 3.
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Introduction

In this talk we consider a nonlinear diffusion equation on a two-dimensional
annulus 0 = {x E JR.2 I a < Ixl < b}:
{

Ut;

= !::"u + g(u - B),

Ur

=

0,

x E 0, t> 0,
x E a~, t > 0,

(1.1)

where (r, B) denotes the polar coordinates of x E 0 and 9 is the derivative of a
multi-well potential.
Our motivation for studying problem (1.1) originates from crystallization processes in material sciences ([12), [5], [2]). Screw dislocations are observed on the
surface of actual crystals such as silicon carbide, calcogen, paraffin and polyethylene. Recently Kobayashi [7] has proposed the following reaction-diffusion equation
as a model of the motion of screw dislocations:
2
TUt = c !::,.u + g(u - B),
x E 0, t > 0,
(1.2)
{ U r = 0,
x E a~, t> 0,
where T and c are positive parameters. The unknown function u(x, t) represents the
normalized height of the crystal. Some numerical experiments imply that equation
(1.2) has a rotating and growing solution with a spiral shape. In Section 2 we show
the existence, uniqueness and stability of such a solution, which we call a spiral
traveling wave solution.
Since the diffusion term is very small, equation (1.2) gives rise to sharp internal
layers (or interfaces). In the singular limit as c --t 0, by using matched asymptotic
expansions, we obtain the interface equation

v

= c - /'l"

(1.3)

where V and /'l, denote the normal velocity and the curvature of the interface respectively,and c is a positive constant determined by the nonlinearity g. In Section 3
we study the properties of spiral solutions for (1.3).
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2

Main results
Throughout the talk, we assume that the nonlinearity g( v) satisfies the follow-

ing:
~;

(AI) 9 is a smooth, 27r-periodic function on

(A2) 9 has three zeroes 0 < ( < 27r in the interval [0, 27r];

(A3)

127f g(v)dv > O.

It is known that, for any Uo E C(O), there exists a solution u(x, t) of (1.1) with

initial data u(·, 0) = Uo (see [8]). Here C(O) denotes Banach space of continuous
functions on 0 endowed with the norm /luollc(IT) = sup{luo(x)11 x E O}.

Definition 2.1 A solution u(x, t) of (1.1) is called a spiral traveling wave solution
if it is written in the form
u(x, t) = <p(r,

e- wt)

wt,

x E 0, t > 0

for some function <p(r,~) and some constant w. We call the constant w the growth
speed of the spiral traveling wave solution u.

Remark 2.2 Clearly, ifu(x, t) = u(r, e, t) is a spiral traveling wave solution of (1.1),
then u(x, t + T) is also a spiral traveling wave solution for any constant T. Further,
u(r, e - a, t) + a is also a spiral traveling wave solution for any constant a.
Definition 2.3 A spiral traveling wave solution u of (1.1) is called stable if for any
> 0 there exists some 8 > 0 such that

c

/lu(·, t) - u(·, t)/lC(IT) < c,

t> 0

holds for any solution u of (1.1) satisfying /lu(·,O) - u(·, O)/lC(IT) < 8.
Concerning the existence, stability and uniqueness of spiral traveling wave solutions, we obtain the following:

Theorem A ([11]) For any b > a> 0, (1.1) possesses a spiral traveling wave solution
with positive growth speed.
Theorem B ([11])
(i) A spiral traveling wave solution u of (1.1) is stable and is monotone increasing
in t, that is, Ut(x, t) > 0 for all x E 0, t > O. Further it is unique up to
translation to the t-direction, namely, if is a spiral traveling wave solution
of (1.1) then there exists some TO E ~ such that u(·, t) = u(-, t + TO) for t > O.

u
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(ii) For any solution u of (1.1), there exists some 'To such that

lim·llu(·,t) - u(·, t + 'To)llc(IT) = 0.

(2.1)

t4=

Remark 2.4 From Theorem B, we see that a spiral traveling wave solution u of
(1.1) is stable with asymptotic phase, namely, it is stable and, for any solution 'U
of (1.1) with initial data sufficiently close to u, there exists some 'To such that (2.1)
holds.

3

Existence of spirals for the interface equation
In this section, we consider equation (1.2):
'TUt = c: 2 !:lu + g(u - B),
{ U r = 0,

x E
xE

°

n, t>
an, t> 0.

We assume that 'T = c:2 and g( v) = f (v ; c:) := - 88~( V ; c:) is a smooth function
derived from a multi-well potential W(v; c:) whose local minima lie at v = 2rmf
(m E Z) for all c: 2: 0. More precisely, f(v ;c:) satisfies the following conditions:
(Fl) f(v; c:) is 27r-periodic in v for each c: 2: 0,
(F2) f(·; c:) has exactly three zeroes 0 < ((c:) < 27r in [0,27r] for each c: 2: 0,
(F3)

of
av (0; c:) < °for each c: 2: 0,

2n
.
r
(F4) io f(v; O)dv

=

rn afac: (v; O)dv > 0.

0, io

By Theorems A and B, under the conditions (Fl)-(F4), there exists a unique spiral
traveling wave solution for each c:. > 0. Roughly speaking, condition (F4) means
that the difference of well-depth W(21i-; c:) - W(d; c:) is negative and of order c: as
c: -+ 0 ... It follows from (Fl)""7(F4) that there exists a unique solution (,¢c:(z) , c(c:» of

'¢zz+C:C(C:)'¢z+f('¢;c:) =0, zE~,
{ 1/;(-00) = 27r, '¢(O) = ((c:), '¢(+oo) = 0,
for each c: 2:

°

([4]). Note that c(c:) >

°

for c: >

(3.1)

°

and

(3.2)
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Let uC: be a solution of (1.2). Since the diffusion term is very small and 'the
potential W is multi-well type, uC: approaches () + 2mn for some m E Z if () +
((c) + 2(m - l)n < uC:(x, 0) < () +((c) + 2mn. Accordingly, a sharp internal layer
appears between the regions {uC: ~ () + 2mn} and {uC: ~ () 2( m + l)n} for each
m E Z. Suppose that for each t > 0 the internal layer approaches a smooth curve
r t , which we call the interface, as c -+ O. By using the so-called matched asymptotic
expansions ([1, 3, 9]), we obtain the following law of the interface motion:

'+

V=c-K,
{ (v(x), n) = 0

on
on

rt,

an n r t ,

(3.3)

where V is the normal velocity of the interface r t, K, is the curvature of r t, n = n( x, t)
is the outward unit normal vector on r t , and v(x) is the outwa~d unit normal vector
on an. We seek for a solution of (3.3) which is written in the form

r(t)

=

{(r cos(()(r)

+ wt), r sin(()(r) + wt)) I a:::; r :::; b, t 2: O}

for some function () (r) and some constant w. We call such I'( t) !ei spiral with angular
speed w. One can easily see that r(t) is a solution of (3.3) if and only if q(r) = r()t(r)
satisfies
dq

d =h(r,q;w),
{

r > a,

q(a) = q(b) = 0,

where

Theorem C ([i1]) Fix a> 0 arbi.trarily.

(i) For any b > a, there exists a spiral with angular speed w(b) > O. In addition,
the spiral, is.,l).nique. up to r.otation.
(ii) The angular speed w(b) is strictly monotone decreasing in b and there exist!;
Woo > 0 such that lim w(b) = Woo'
b--+oo

(iii) In the case where 0, = {x E ~
such that lim ()'(r) = -woo/c.

Ilxl > a},

there exists a spiral with speed

Woe

r--+oo

Remark 3.1

(a) The statement (i) of Theorem C is found in the paper of Keener and Tyson [6]
without proof.
(b) The statement (iii) of Theorem C shows that the shape of the spiral for (3.3) ,
looks like Archimedean spiral as r -+ 00 in the case where b = +00.
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On the blowup of solutions
in a semilinear parabolic equation
with supercritical nonlinearity
Noriko Mizoguchi
(Tokyo Gakugei University)

We are concerned with a Cauchy problem
Ut

= fj.u + uP

in RN x (0,00),

{ u(x,O) = uo(x)

in RN ,

where p > 1 and Uo is a nonnegative function in LOO(RN ). Here we say that a
solution u blows up in finite time if lu(t)loo -t 00 as t -t T for some T < +00,
where I· 100 denotes the supremum norm in RN.
When a solution u blows up in finite time, the blowup is called complete
00 for t > T
if the continuation of the solution is trivial, that is, u(x, t)
with some T < +00 and incomplete otherwise ([1], [2]).
Our purpose is to obtain solutions blowing up incompletely for a large
class of initial data and to show that such a class forms a separatrix between
global classical solutions converging to zero locally uniformly in RN as t -t 00
and completely blowing-up solutions in finite time .. We call a function u a
global soiution in the sense ot Ltoc if u E C([O, 00); Lroc(RN )) satisfies

=

i

s

t

r

iRN

{UPr +ufj.p + uP P} dxdr - .[ (,u( r )pdx] t = 0

iRN

s

for any 0 ::; s < t < 00 and p E C 2 (RN X [0,00)) with compact support in
RN x [0, 00), where Lroc(R N) denotes the space oflocally integrable functions
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on RN. Denote by 'D the set of nonnegative radially symmetric functions f (, )
of class Cl with compact support in [0,00) such that the set of local minima
of f(,) is bounded away from zero. Here f(,o) is called a local minimum
of f(,) if f(,o) ~ f(,) in U and f(,o) < j(,) on au for some bounded
neighborhood of '0 in [0,00).
Theorem
Let p.. = (N + 2)/(N- 2), and p* = 00 if 3 :::; N :::; 10 and
p*
1 + 6/(N - 10) if N 2:: 11. If p* < p < p*, then for each tp E 'D there
exists A<p > such that:

°

(i) If A < A<p, then u), exists globally in time in the classical sense and u),(t)
converges to zero locally uniformly inRN as t -+ 00.
(ii) If A = A<p, then u), is a global solution in the sense of LToc and blows up
incompletely in finite time.
(iii) If A > A<p, then u), blows up completely in finite time,
where u), denotes the solution with initial data Atp.
Furthermore in the case of X :::; A<p, there is t), > such that for t 2:: t),
the solution u),(x, t) is nonincreasing in Ixl and satisfies

°

where C is a positive constant "dep,ending only on N if the first derivative ,tpr
wi th respect to , = Ix I'changes its signat most finitely many times.
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§1. Introduction and main resultsThe solvability of nonlinear evolution equations with quadratic nonlinearity is
often reduced to the bilinear estimates corresponding to their nonlinearity. In
other words, we can prove a new existence theorem of solution for the Cauchy
problem of the quadratic nonlinear evolution equation, if we have a new bilinear
estimate to control the nonlinearity. For nonlinear dispersive wave equations such
as the nonlinear Schrodinger equation and the KdV equation, there has been agreat progress in _this direction. In [23], Strichartz did not _only prove new spacetime integrability estimates for the Schrodinger and the wave equations but .also he
pointed out that they were equivalent to the Fourier restriction theorem. Nowadays
these space-time estimates are called the Strichartz estimates and it is well known
that the Strichartz estimates are useful for the study of nonlinear dispersive wave
equations. In [3] and [4], Bourgain further developed tp.e Strichartz estimate and
introduced the Fourier restriction norm method to solve the Cauchy problem of
the nonlinear Schrodinger .equation and the KdV equation in much weaker spaces
than before. He directly evaluated the nonli.near term by using the argument in the
proof of the Fourier restriction theorem (for the Fou~ier restriction theorem, see,
e.g., Tomas [27]). One of the new ingredients in his papers [3] and [4] is a set of new
bilinear estimates corresponding to the nonlinearity (see, e.g., Lemmas 7.41 and 7.42
in [4]). These bilinear estimates effectively represent a kind of smoothing property
produced by the oscillation of wave. For the quadratic nonlinearity, Bourgain's
argument is considered as a more powerful machine than the Strichartz estimate. In
[9], [10] and [11], Kenig, Ponce and Vega simplified Bourgain's proof and improved
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the bilinear estimates. Recently, this method has been applied to various nonlinear
evolution equations (see, e.g., [1], [2], [5], [7], [S], [15], [22], [24]-[26] and [2S]-[30]).
The related method for nonlinear wave equations was developed by Klainerman
and Machedon [12]-[14] (see also Rauch and Reed [lS]). In the present paper, we
consider the optimality of the bilinear estimates obtained in [10] and [11].
We now list the notations, which will be us'ed throughout this paper. For f(t, x) E
S' (R2 ), we denote the Fourier transform in t and x of f by j. For b, s E R, we
define the spaces X b,s and Yb,s as follows.

Xb,s = {f

IIfllxb,. < oo},
;llfIlYb;S < oo},

E S!(R2);

Yb,s- {f E S'(R 2)
where

IIfllxb,S

=

(r (1 + IT -

JR

IlfIIYb,. = (r

2

JR2

(1

+ IT -

e\)2b(1 + le!) 2S li( T, e)1
e\)2b(1

2

dTde) 1/2,

+ leI) 2S li(T,e)1 2 dTde)1/2.

For z E C, we denote the complex conjugate of z by i. We put

(I, g) =

r

JR2

f(t, x) g(t, x) dtdx.

For tWb functions f(t,x) and g(t, x), let f * 9 denote the convolution with respect
to the time and space variables. Let D = F- 1 IeIF, where F aIidF- 1 denote the
Fourier transform and the inverse Fourier transform, respectively.
In [10] and [11], Kerug, Ponce and Vega proved the following theorem (see Theorems 1.1 and 1.3 in [10] and Theorems 1.1-1.4 in [11]).

Theorem

o. (i)

For any s E (-3/4,0], there exist bE (1/2,1) and C> Osuch

that

(1.1)
Furthermore, for any s < -3/4 and any b E R, the estimate (1.1) fails.
(ii) For any s 'E (-3/4,0]' there exist b E (1/2,1) andC> such that

°

(1.2)
(1.3)

lI uv llyb_
Cli u llyb,.lI v IIY ,8'
lI uv IIYb_l,. ::; Cli u IlYb,.lI v IIYb,8'
1 ,.

::;

b

For any s E (...:...1/4,0]' there exist bE (1/2; 1). and C

(1.4)
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> Osuch

that

Furthermore, for any s < ~3/4 and any b E R, the estimates (1.2) and (1.3) fail,
and for any s < ~1/4 and any b E R, the estimate (1.4) fails.

The estimate (1.1) leads to the local well-posedness of the Cauchy problem for
the KdV equation in HB with s> ~3/4:
[)u

(1.5)

[)t

(1.6)

[)3 u

[)u

+ ox3 + u [)x = 0,

u(O, x) = uo(x),

xE

t E [~T, T],

x E R,

R.

The estimates 0.2), (1.3) and (1.4) also lead to the local well-posedness of the
Cauchy problem for the following quadratic nonlinear Schrodinger equations in HB
with s > ~3/4, s > ~3/4 and s > ~1/4, respectively:
,[)u

[)2u

+ [)x 2

(1.7)

z [)t

(1.8)

u(O,x)=uo(x),

= Fj(u,u),

t E [~T,T],

x E

R,

j = 1,2,3,

XER,

where

However, it has been open whether the estimates (1.1)-(1.4) hold for critical
indices s = ~3/4, s = ~3/4, s = ~3/4 and s = -1/4, respectively. This problem
is interesting and important from both viewpoints of partial differential equations
and harmonic analysis. In this paper, we show that the estimates (1.1)-(1.4) break
down for these critical indices s. We have the following theorem.

Theorem 1. (i) Let s = -3/4. For any b E R, the estimate (1.1) fails.
(ii) Let s = -3/4. For any bE R, the estimates (1.2) and (1.3) fail.
(iii) Let s = -1/4. For any b with b 2: 1/2, the estimate (1.4) fails.
Remark 1. (i) Theorem 1 (i) shows that the Xb,s space is not sufficient for the proof
of the local well-posedness in HS, s = -3/4 of the KdV equation. But it does not
necessarily imply the ill-posedness in HB, s = -3/4 of the KdV equation. This is
also the case with Theorem 1 (ii), when we consid~r (1.7)-(1.8) with j = 1,2 inHs,
s = -3/4.

(ii) In fact, a stronger result holds than Theorem 1 (iii). That is, if a 2: -1/2,
for any 0:, f3 E R, the following estimate fails:

(1.5)
There may be a chance that the estimate (1.4) holds with s = -1/4 and b < 1/2.
But, even if this were true, it would be difficult that we£\,pply this estimate to
(1. 7)-(1.8) with j = 3..
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We conclude this section by giving a few remarks on the results implying directly
the ill-posedness. For nonlinear wave equations, the time local well-posedness in
minimal regularity has been extensively studied (see, e.g., [8), [12}-[21], [26], [29] and
[30]). In this context, not only have the bilinear estin:ates corresponding to nonlinearity been studied, but also sharp counterexamples are constructed in [16] and
[17], which show actually the ill-posedness of the Cauchy problem in critical regularity. This kind of ill-posedness resu:ts for the KdV and the nonlinear Schrodinger
equations have recently obtained by Kenig, Ponce and Vega [31]; But their proof is
based on the existence of explicit solutions such as soliton-like solutions and it does
not seem applicable to the quadratic nonlinear Schrodinger equation (1. 7). For the
KdV equation, their paper [31] does not handle the critical regularity· case.
The plan of this paper is the following. In Section 2, we give a proof of Theorem
1 (i). In Section 3, we show Theorem 1 (ii) and (iii).

§2. Proof of Theorem 1 (i)
In this section we give a proof of Theorem 1 (i). The proof of Theorem 1.3 in
[10] implies that if the estimate (1.1) holds with s = -3/4, we must have b = 1/2
(see the relations (4.8) and (4.15) in [10]). Therefore, we have only to consider the
case of s -3/4 and b = 1/2.
Let N andm be sufficiently large positive integers such that 4 m +1 ~ N. We
put.A j , j = 0,1"" ,m as follows.

Am = {( 7, e) E R2 i (7, e) belongs to the inside of two parallelograms with
vertices (N 3

-

4m , N), (N 3

-

4 m + 1 , N),

+ 3N 3/ 24(m+l)/2 ,N 4(m+l)/2 N- 1 / 2),
(N 3 -'- 4 m + 3N 3/ 24(m+l)/2, N + 4(mH)/2 N- 1 / 2 )
and ("-:'N3 + 4 m , -N), (_N 3 + 4 m+\ -N),
(_N 3 + 4 m+ 1 _ 3N 3 / 24(m+1)/2, -N _ 4(m H )/2 N- 1 / 2 ),
(_N 3 + 4 m _ 3N 3/ 24(m H )/2, -'-N _ 4(m+l)/2 N- 1 / 2 )},
A m - 1 = {( 7, e)i N :::;Iel :::; N + 4(m+1)/2 N- 1 / 2 , 4m - 1 :::; 17 - eI < 4 m ,
(N 3 _

4 m+ 1

(7,e)
Aj -:

{(7,e)i

N:::;

In:::; N

+4(m+l)/2N- 1 / 2 ,

4

j

:::;

~

Am},

17 - el < 4jH},

0:::; j:::; m"": 2.

Let R denote the region consisting of two parallelograms. similar to the parallelograms in the definition of Am with one fourth area, which are centered at the points
and (0 ' .1....4(m+1)/2Nd/2)
respectively, and whose longest
(0 , _.1....4(mH)/2N-l/2)
12
12
,
sides are parallel to the vector (3N 3 / 24(m+l)/2, 4(m+1)/2 N- 1/ 2 ). Here we note that
the set Am translated by a vector of R intersects effectively each A j , 0 :::; j :::;
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m.

For a measurable set A C R 2 , we denote the area of A and the characteristic function of A by IAI and XA, respectively. By the definitions of the sets Aj and R, we
have

L

N+4 m

IAjl =

(2.1)

2

/ 2 N- 1 / 2

f".J

4i4m/2N-l/2,

f".J

4m

) -

(e - 4 +
j

1

)]

de

0:::; j:::; m -1,

J4 +
m

1

~ '" 4 3m / 2N- 1/ 2,

(2.2)

IAml

(2.3)

IRI '" 43m / 2 N- 1 / 2 ,

(2.4)

XAj

* XAm

(2.5)

j

k

=1=

4j

[(e -

~ CIAi IXR'

Aj

=====>-

0:::; j

:::; m,

n Ak = 0.

Let {aj}~o be an arbitrary sequence such that aj ~ 0 for 0 :::; j :::; m. We put

u=

N

L

4- i -

m 4
/ aiXAj'

O~j~m

Then, a simple calculation yields

(2.6)

u*u =

L 4- j - m/ 4ajXAJ * ( L 4- k- m / 4akXAk)
L L 4-j-k-m/2ajakXAj * XAk

N 2(

O~j~m

=N 2

O~k~m

O~k~mO~j~k

L L

+N2

4-i-k-m/2ajakXAj

* XAk

O~k~m k<j~m

~N2am(

L

j 3m 2
4- / ajXAJ

* XAm'

O~j~m

By (2.1)-(2.6), we obtain

(2.7)

IlIel(l + lel)-3/4(1 + IT - el)-1/2 u* UIIL2(R2)
~ C[(4m+l N- 1 )(4-(m+l)/2 N-3/2)N4a~
X

f (
JR2

~ Ca m (

L

O~j~m

L

4- j - 3m / 2aj(XAj

* XAm))2

dTde]1/2

aj),

O~i~m

(2.8)

+ lel)-3/4(1 + IT - eI)1/2ullL2(R2)
(12 (1 +lel)·-3/2(1 + IT - el)N 2 L 4~2j-m/2a;XAj

11(1

oq<m

R
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dTde)1/2

::S C (

La;)

1/2.

O:S;j :S;m
Therefore, if the estimate (1.1) holds with s = -3/4 and b = 1/2, then we conclude
by (2.7) and (2.8) that the following inequality must hold.
(2.9)
O:S;j:S; m
where C is a positive constant independent of m and N. We now choose sequences
{a;m)
m = 1,2, ... such that a;m) ~ 0, a~m) = 1 and

Yi=o,

sup

L

(a;m»)2

< 00,

m~lo<j<m

L

a;m) ---+

00

(m -t (0).

O:S;j:S;m
For example, we can choose a;m)

(1 + j)-l, j = 0,1"" ,m -1 and a~)1. We

insert {a;m)} into the inequality (2.9) and let.m -t 00 in the resulting inequality
to obtain a contradiction. This completes the proof of Theorem 1 (i). 0
.

.

Remark 2. The above proof shows that when s
-3/4 and b 1/2, the breakdown
of the estimate (1.1) is caused by the function il with its support in the region distant
from the curve {r =
in contrast to the other case (see the proof of Theorem

e}

1.3 in [10]).
§3. Proof of Theorem 1 (ii) and (iii)
In this section, we show Theorem 1 (ii) and (iii).
(Proof of Theorem 1 (ii)). We only prove that when s = -3/4, the estimate (1.2)
fails for any b E R. Because the failure of (1.3) with s = -3/4 can be proved in
the same way. By the duality argument and the Plancherel theorem, the estimate
(1.2) is equivalent to the following:
(3.1)
The proof of Theorem 1.4 (i) in [11] implies that if the estimate (3.1) holds with
s
-3/4, we must have b = 1/2 (see the relations (2.59) and (2.62) in [11]).
Therefore, we have only to consider the case of s = -3/4 and b = 1/2. We can
construct a counterexample similar to that in Section 2, but we here present a
counterexample of slightly different type.
Let N be a sufficiently large positive integer and let 'T] be a sufficiently small
positive number independent of N. We define three functions il, v and was follows.
il(r, 0

1,
{ 0,

e

-N ::s ::S -N - 1,
otherwise,
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N :::; e:::; N
otherwise,

1
0,

=
{ '

v(r, e)

+ 1,

Ir +

+ r)-1, . Ir + 2Nel

w(r, e) = { (1
0,

el : :; 1,
1:::; r :::; ryN,

:::; ry,

otherwIse.

By the definitions of il and V, we have
supp (il

* v)

:J {(r, e)i

Ir + 2Nel

:::; ry,

1:::; r :::; ryN}.

Therefore,
(3.2)

(w,il

* v)

rv

~

N- 1

On the other hand, since
(3.3)

IIwIIYl/2,3/4

C

l

l

1JN

(1 + r)-l

1

1JN

(1

+ r)-l

lei:::; C for

r-.J(

l

dr

j-r/(2N)+~/(2N)

-r/(2N)-1J/(2N)
rv

N- 1 log N.

(!, e) E supp

w, simple calculations yield

1JN l-r/(2N)+1J/(2N)
-r/(2N)-1J/(2N)

1

X

(1 + Ir -

(1

+ r)-2(1 + le1)3/2

eD de dr )1/2

r-.JN-1/2(11JN(1+r)-1 dr// 2
rvN- 1/ 2(log N)1/2,

(3.4)

lI u IlYl/2,_3/4

rvN-

(3.5)

IlvIlYl/2,_3/4

rvN- 3 / 4 N

3 4
/ ,

If the estimate (3.1) holds with s

(3.6)

rv

N 1/ 4 .

= -3/4 and b = 1/2, we must obtain by (3.2)-(3.5)

N-1log N :::; CN- 1/ 2(1og N)1/2

X

N- 3 / 4

X

N 1/ 4

= CN- 1 (logN)1/2,

where C is a positive constant independent of N. Hence, we let N -+ 00 in (3.6) to
obtain a contradiction. This shows that when s = -3/4 and b = 1/2, the estimate
(3.1) fails.
In the same way as above, we cC'n prove the rest of Theorem 1 (ii). In fact,
the proof of Theorem 1.4 (iii) in [li] implies that if the estimate (1.3) holds with
s = -3/4, we must have b
1/2 (see the relations (4.32) and (4.35) in [li]).
Therefore, we have only to consider the case of s = -3/4 and b = 1/2. We next
note by the duality argument and the Plancherel theorem that the estimate (1.3)
is equivalent to the following:
(3.7)
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In this case, if we put {h = U, 01 = v and WI = W for functions U, v and W defined
as above, these three functions iLl, 01 and WI yield a contradiction to the estimate
(3.7) with s = -3/4 and b = 1/2. D
(Proof of Theorem 1 (iii)). We show that if a 2: -1/2, then for any a, (3 E R
the following estimate fails:

(3.8)
which is stronger than Theorem 1 (iii) as is stated in Remark 1 (ii). We first note
by the duality argument and the Plancherel theorem that the estimate (3.8) IS
equivalent to the following:

(3.9)
Let N be a sufficiently large positive number again. Let u and v be defined as in
the above proof of Theorem 1 (i)-(ii). We choose Ul
U and 01 =' v. We put
IT + 2N~1 :::; 1/2,
otherwise.
Let A = {( T, e)i IT + 2Nel :::; 1/10, lei:::; 1/10}. By the definitions of Ul and 0},
we easily see that for each (T',
E A, the support of Ul (T' - T,
e) intersects
effectively the support of 01 (T, e). Therefore, we have

e)

Accordingly, since supp WI

::::>

e-

A, we obtain

(3.10)
On the other hand, simple calculations yield

(3.11)

II w tliL

(3.12)

IlulIIYa,_1/4'

a

,1/4

rv

[Isupp WI I X N- 2a ] 1/2
Il vlIIY,B,-1/4

l

rv

N- /

4

rv

N- a ,

.

Here we note that the power of N in the right hand side of (3.12) does not depend
on a and (3. If the estimate (3.9) holds, then we must have by (3.10)-(3.12)

(3.13)
where C is a positive constant inderyendent of N. Since N' is an arbitrary large
positive integer, we conclude by (3.13) that the following relation must hold:
a

< 1/2.
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Thus, it remains only to exclude the case of a = -1/2. We change the function
WI to another one, while we leave Ul and VI as they are. Let TJ be a sufficiently
small positive number independent of N. We next put

~ (

Wz

)

r,e =

{( 1 + r) -1,

0,

.

Ir + 2N eI ~ TJ,

1~

r ~

TJN,

otherwIse.

Then, we have by the definitions of wz, Ul and VI

(3.14)

On the other hand, since

(3.15)

II w zIl Y

IeI ~ C for (r, e) E supp wz,
TJ l-r/(ZNHTJ/(ZN)

l/2,1/4 rv (

/,1

-r/(2N)-TJ/(2N)

x (1 + Ir -

el)

a simple calculation yields

(1 + r)-2(l

+ lel)l/Z

dedr )I/2

rvN-l/Z(lTJN(l+r)-1 dr// Z
'" N- 1/ 2(log N)I/2,
Therefore, if the estimate (3.9) holds with a
and (3.15)

(3.16)

= -1/2, we must have by (3.12), (3.14)

N- 1 log N ~ CN- 1 / Z (log N)I/Z x (N- 1/ 4 )Z
= CN- 1(log N)I/2,

where C is a positive constant independen.t of N. We let N -+ oom (3.16) to
obtain a contradiction. This completes the proof of Theorem 1 (iii). 0
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